
UWA Plus Micro-credentials
Critical Information Summary

Title and brief description LAWSM102 Creative Contracting with Pictures. You will be taught how to
think about legal communication as something that can be engaging, and to
think about ways to make contracts fun with pictures. You will be shown
many of the current and past projects of the UWA Comic Contract Project
by the project leader Prof Andersen, and expected to engage with some of the
challenges facing these modern contracts, including drafting your own. You do
not have to be able to draw - there are many ways of including visuals.

Certified learning (1) identify the key issues with traditional contracting and the key benefits
of using visuals in contracts; (2) critically evaluate the challenges of
visual contracting today; (3) explore the potential benefits of visuals in
Australian legal contexts through group collaboration and discussion; (4)
work independently to acquire information on contracts and develop analysis
of key issues; (5) develop skills for storyboarding and developing visuals to
complement simplified legal text; and (6) develop an understanding of legal
text in order to simplify its main meaning.

How learner participated Onsite only

Effort required (indicative) Total learning will be 50 hours, which will include one 1 hour and two 3 hour
workshops face to face, and approx. 5 hours of online lectures. There will be
approx. 4 hours of online content and online quizzes and 33 hours of self study
and research.

Main assessment task Testing recall of facts,Application of multiple skills to complex
problems,Portfolio and reflective evidence for validation of proficiency

Indicative equivalent level Undergraduate

Industry recognition n/a

Quality assurance The quality of UWA Plus micro-credentials is assured through The University
of Western Australia’s standards and academic integrity processes.

Successful learner earns PD
Points for conversion to:

2

. Admission to an award
course

No

. Credit towards an award
course

Yes

. If yes, how much credit? Credit is less than one unit


